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We discuss e timation of parameters in functional and structural models in 
relation t  Robbins’ empirical B yes and compound decision theories. We construct 
an efficient estimate of Yin the normal functional model, Xi independent JV(Y, 0,) 
where E I @t 5 l/q E > 0,l 2 i I n. 8 1986 Academic Press, IX. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1956, Robbins [15] (see also Good [4]) initiated the systematic study of 
nonparametric empirical B yes procedures. Robbins [16] is a good entry to 
the large literature. The focus of his work and that of its many successors 
has been the model: 
I: We observe random variables or vectors Xi,. , X, i.i.d. F where F
ranges over all (or most) mixtures of aparametric family {F, : B E O} with 
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8 c RJ'. That is, 
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F = /F&G(B) 
for some probability G on 8, belonging to aset 9. Equivalently, we observe 
Xi, 1 I i I n where (e,, Xi) are i.i.d. with Bi - G and given I&, Xi - F,,. 
Work in the area has focused onquestions such as simultaneous stimation 
of 8 = (e,, . ..) 8,)T with squared rror loss, L(tl,d) = n-‘E~~i(rYi - di)2, 
d = (d,, . . , d,)r, and the possibility of constructing decision rules 
6*(x) = (h*(xl;X),...,h*(xn;X))T, x = (x1 )...) x,)‘, (1.1) 
which to first order approximate thBayes rule, 
S(X,G) = (h(X,,G),..., h(X,,#
where 
h(X G) =E(V), (@, x>- (4, Xl). 
Robbins came to the mpirical B yes formulation from his 1951 consider- 
ation of the compound ecision problem [14]. 
II: Observe Xi independent wi h Xi - Fe,, 8, E K compact c 8, for 
1 I i I n. A typical problem now is to simultaneously estimate 8,,.. . ,8,, as
well as possible, asymptotically, i.e., to find 8,*(X,, . . ., X,) = 
(h:,(X), . . . h;,(X))r such that 
lim inf,n-’ i (E,,( hi,(X) - ei)2 
i-l 
-EB,(h:,,(X) - B, '> I 0 (l-2) 
for any competing sequence S,(X) = (h,,(X), . . . h,,(X))? The solution, 
heuristically, is to use 6* given by (1.1) since the risks in(1.2) should be 
close to model Irisks when G = G, is the mpirical distribution of 8,,.. . , 6,. 
A key element inthe transition fr mI to II evidently lies in establishing 
that he approximation of S(X, G) by 6*(X) is in a suitable sense, uniform 
in G. 
An analogous set of questions wa investigated by Neyman and Scott 
[12], Riefer and Wolfowitz [8], and notably, recently Lindsay [lo] and 
others. Their focus is on estimating a parameter Y common to the Xi in the 
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presence ofrandom (structural models) orfixed (functional models) nui- 
sance parameters O,,.. . , t9,. The corresponding models are: 
I’: (Structural) Xi,. , X, i.i.d. F where 
(1.3) 
G E 9, Y E H open c R”. 
II’: (Functional) Xi independent with X, - F(,,,,,, 8  E K c 0, K 
compact, 1 I i 5 n. 
Again {Fc,,e, : v E H, 8 E S} is a postulated parametric model. 
In various examples discussed by these authors itis clear that vcan be 
estimated at rate ne112. For instance, if Fc,,,, is the N(Y, 0’) distribution, 
x is a nil2 consistent estimate of vin model I’ if /f12dc(r3) < ccand in II’ 
if the empirical second moment of 8, n-‘C~=iOi2 is bounded. What are 
optimal procedures in this context? For simplicity takem = 1. 
Let J&G, denote the distribution (1.3) PcY,Gj the associated probability 
measure, tc. Call a(sequence of)stimate(s) regular (I’) if
whenever v,, --, v,, and G, --t G, (weakly) for all r+, E H, G, E 9. Call Tn* 
eficient (I’) if {T,* }is regular (I’) and 
for all regular {T,}, (v,, G,). 
In model I’ let 9 be the set of all probability d stributions on K. Call an 
estimate regular (II’) if
0) T,(-q,..., x,) issymmetric in (xi,. . , x,) 
(ii) zcYn,81 __,, e j(n1/2K - 0 + J’V, huh Go)) 
whenever v,, + yO and G,, the mpirical distribution, n-‘Cy=11(8i I a), of 
w,..., e,}, tends (weakly) to G, E 9. An estimate Tn*is eficient (II’) ifit 
is regular (II’) and satisfies (1.5) for egular (II’) competitors Tn. 
In problem I’ sufficiency of the order statistics permits u to restrict to 
symmetric estimates. In problem II’ invariance of the problem under 
permutations f the 0, leads less forcefully to the same conclusion. The 
passage from efficiency (I’)toefficiency (II’) isas in Robbins’ problems a 
question ofuniformity. 
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Evidently, 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose 9 for both models is the set of all distributions 
on K. 
(i) if T, is regular (II’) itis regular (I’) 
(ii) Zf T,* is efficient (I’) and regular (II’) then T,* is eficient (II’). 
An extension of the theory of information (Cramer-Rao) b unds to 
models with infinite dimensional uisance parameters such as I’ has been 
developed by Koshevnik and Levit [9], Pfanzagl[13], and Begun et al. [l] on 
the basis of a fundamental p per of Stein [17]. Under egularity conditions, 
efficient (I’)estimates areregular (I’) estimates achieving these information 
bounds. Methods for constructing suchestimates in a general context are 
discussed in [13,2,3] among others. We do not study the general situation 
further but show in an important special case how to construct es imates 
which are not only efficient (I’)but also regular (II’) and hence fficient (II’). 
The example we consider and extend somewhat is the normal ocation 
problem with variances po sibly changing from observation o bservation. 
J&e, =Jw, 6’) 0.6) 
with 0 = R+. Take K = [E, l/s] for fixed E > 0 and 9, all distributions on 
K. Then FCy, GJ is still a symmetric location family inv. If G is known, 
efficient s imates are asymptotically JV(V, I-‘( H)/n) where H = 
lF,o, e dGVQ 
Z(H) =/y(t) dt 
h(t) = ~wfI-lr+$tO-l) dG(B). 
The general information bound theory indicates that it should bepossible 
to adapt perfectly in this case, i.e., do as well not knowing G as knowing it. 
In fact, Stone 1181 constructs an estimate cn which is location and scale 
equivariant and such that, 
2.J n112( Sn- V)) + M(O9 Z-‘tH)) 
whenever Xi, .. . , X,, are i.i.d. F and 
F( .) = F(. + v) is ymmetric about 0. (1.8) 
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Here, we define g nerally forH on [ - cc, 00 ]= R, H(R) > 0 
Z(H) = J-$(t) dt 
=CC otherwise. 0.9) 
For convenience, in the sequel, distribution functions aredefined bycapital 
letters andtheir densities, by convention, are the corresponding lower case 
letters. In Section 2 of this paper we construct a modified and simplified 
translation but not scale equivariant version fStone’s estimate, v,*, which 
satisfies (1.7) and is also regular (II’) for the model (1.6). In fact, weshow 
for the symmetric location m del, 
THEOREM 1.1. b;“H,(n’/*v,*) converges to X(0, Z-‘(H,)) whenever 
(a) H, z H,, H,,(R) = 1 
@I Z(K) + Z(4) < 00. 
Then, in Theorem 2.1, we show that uniformity of convergence persists in 
a generalization of m del II’. 
Theorem 1.1 is the best hat one can hope for in adaptive estimation of 
location since LPHm(n’/*?“) + x(0, I-‘(H,)) asn -+ co, uniformly in m, 
H,,, y H, as m 4 cc, and sup,Z(H,J < co imply that Z(H,) --f Z(H,,). 
This estimate is also asymptotically minimax in Huber’s [6] sense and can 
be used for the construction of a adaptive confidence interval, vt +
t(nz,*)-“2 where, inf&‘H[v,* - z(nZ,*)-‘I* I v I v,* + z(nZ,*)-“‘1 + 
2@(z) - 1 for any family A? of distributions symmetric about 0 which 
does not have point mass at it cc as a weak limit point. The details of 
these results and other robustness properties of {v,* } will appear in Bickel 
et al. [3]. 
2. ?-HE RESULTS 
Suppose the common distribution of Xi,. , X,, i.i.d. is H as in (1.8), 
with H E .%?. Suppose &’ does not have point mass at + 60 as a weak limit 
point. Then there xist uniformly nl/* consistent translation equivariant 
estimates C,,of v, such that, 
pH( d’*( F,, - v)) + -J”(R a*(H)) (2.1) 
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uniformly on &’ and sup,o*(H) < co. For instance let
-* k(t) = e
(1 + e-t)2 
(2.2) 
be the logistic density. If Pn is the unique solution of 
i~l~(xi-v)=o 
then it is easy to see that F,, satisfies (2.1). 
To define v,* we proceed asin Stone [18], but use the logistic rather than 
the normal kernel for smoothing. Let
If @” is the mpirical d.f. of Xi,. , X,, define 
h(x) = /k,(x - z)d&(z) = ; ,$ ko(x - xi). 
l-l 
Next let 
G,(x) = ;(x), 
(I 
i&(x, v)=;[a,(x + Y) - c&(-x + Y)]. 
Let $ be symmetric and continuous at 0with support [ -l,l], 0 I # I 1 
and #(O) = 1. Let 
and a,, &O, c, JO at a rate to be determined later. Write Q,, q,, ?z, for 
B,,,, q, hon. Then we define n 
v,*(v) = Y - i,-l(,)/,-,(x, v)~ (x)h,(x + v) dx 
where 
in(v) = j-ij,‘(x, +,b (x)i,(x + Y) dx. 
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Finally our estimate is 
v* = V,*(C”). n 
Since we have selected ?a to be translation equivariant, the second term of 
v* is translation invariant dv,* itself is translation equivariant, d 
therefore we may and do assume that he true value of v = 0, i.e., that H,, is 
the common distribution of the Xi. We then define the density and score 
function fthe convolution kn of H,, with the logistic d stribution with 
mean 0 and variance a,’ 
h,(x) = Jk,“(X - z)h,(z) dz 
q,(x) = ;(x). 
” 
(2.3) 
Then, 
k”(X) = &z”(X) 
and I,($) estimates hequantity 
We prove Theorem 1.1 by a series oflemmas. The proof is somewhat 
simpler than our original thanks to an idea of J. Ritov. Uniformly for 
H”Li?, 
LEMMA 2.1. Write 4,(x) for q,Jx,O) etc. Then, 
jknk v)~n(xhb + v) - &b)~,(x)kb)] dx 
--y J G,(xk(x)~~(x) dx 
= ($1 vl(4:b) - B:(-x))J/n(xk(x) dx) + Op(~~3v2) 
in(v) = 1” + o,( cq’v). 
LEMMA 2.2. 
j-(&(x) - i),:(-x))#,(x)i,(x) dx = O,(~~‘c~~n-‘) 
I 
q,(x)rl/,(x)it’,(x) dx = in+ Op(on-3c;1n-‘). 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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LEMMA 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. If c, = a,, nu,” + co, and sup,Z(H,) -Cco, then 
pv* = -n- ” 1’21[1( fin) i /an(X)$‘n(X)knn(X - Xi)dx + Op(l)* 
i-l 
(2.10) 
LEMMA 2.5. If H, z Ho and sup,l(H,) < co, 
lim inf,l,( H ) 2 I( H,) (2.11) 
and 
lim inf,l( H,) 2 lim infJ,( I?,,) 2 I( H,). 
If also I( H,) + I( H,) < 00, then 
J( 
h,“2h; - h;1/2h;)2(x) dx + 0. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
LEMMA 2.6. If H, : H,, H,(R) = 1, and I( H,) + I( H,) < 00, the 
family of product measures Q,,0 with density { Iri”,,h,( xi - f?/n’/2)) satisjes 
Le Cam’s L. A. N. condition and
dQn,e 
log dQ, o 
- = 6%b1/2it1 z(X,) - ~B*I(H,)) + o,(l) (2.14) 
n 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Taylor expand, about Y= 0, to find that (2.4) 
equals 
+v* JJ 0 -$kk r&(x +d)l,=h, J/ (x)dh dx. I 
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Note that if (1 +(1 is the sup norm, 
j+) 
/I II 
II 
h: 
= O,(u,‘), 
p&r) 
/I /I 
f- = o,(u,-‘), 
n 
since there exist finite constants C, with 
k”‘(x)dG(x) 2 C$(x)dG(x) for all r, G. (2.15) 
Hence, 
= ()(o,(r+l)) 
and (2.4) follows. A similar argument yields (2.5). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Write, using symmetry, 
Jbx(4 -WX))dL(X) dx 
= /(K(x) - a:,(-x)k(~. - hJ(x) dx
= 0, 
i[ 
J(4: - q;)“~J,(x) Lixy* 
x 
l / 
@n -ft.)2#n(X) dx l’* 
42 I 1, 
(2.16) 
BY (2.151, 
E@$’ - RgqZ(x) _< aC,2n-1u”-(*r+l)j;n(X) (2.17) 
and consequently 
/( ?zr) - ~~))*~,~,(x) dx = Op(n-1un-(2’+1k,1). (2.18) 
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Next write 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
5 2u,-’ +;yi;. - A”) + Tl,‘(R:, - iI,> . (2.21) 
n 
Using (2.19)-(2.21) and (2.15) weget 
J (4; - K)2kh,(x) dx 
= Op u,-~ (h, - i,)*h,~,(x) dx + I( 71; - &;)2i;lJi,,(x) dx 
i J 
+a,-* 
J( 
A,, - h;)‘i,+,(x) dx 
= o,( u”-5c;1n-1) 
by (2.18). From this, (2.16), and(2.18), we obtain (2.6). Similarly, 
s 4,+b,&(x) dx - in = - 4,‘(-x))\cl,k,(x) dx 
= fj(4:b) - 4,‘(-x$h$i, - )(x) dx
= ($1 (j-14.’ - 4,2l*k&W dr)“* 
w x (j-(4, - h,)*h,&(x) dx)‘“) 
= op(u~3c~1n-‘). (2.22) 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. For (2.8) write 
j-(4, - &,kk,b) dx = j-k - hk(h - k)(x) dx 
and proceed asfor (2.16). 
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For (2.9) write 
= op a, ( ‘(j-(& - k,)2h,$n(x) dx)“’ 
+0,-l (4, - tL>‘+t,kz(~) dx 1’2 
1) 
= o,&- n 
5/2c-1/2n-1/2 
1 
as in (2.21)-(2.22). 0 
Lemma 2.4 follows from Lemmas 2.1-2.3 and liminf,J,,(fi”) > 0, a 
consequence of Lemma 2.5 and our assumption on 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. For the proof of (2.11) without loss of generality 
suppose q1j2 is continuously differentiable s nce for any #i satisfying our 
conditions a dE > 0, there exists a q2 satisfying themsuch that I&” is 
continuously differentiable and 
(1 - E)q2(X) I q,(X) fOral1 X. 
If H,, r Ho, H,,(R) > 0, and sup,l(H,) I M < cc by Cauchy-Schwarz, 
I ;11~2( H,)(x - ~1”~ 
Ml/2 
5 --gx - yy2. (2.23) 
Since /h,(x) dx = 1 for all n, (2.23) implies { h,(x,)} bounded for any x0. 
By Ascoli’s theorem, (2.23) then implies { hiI2 }and hence {h, } compact in
the sup norm on [-a, a] for all a < 00. Since H,, G Ho, a subsequence 
argument yields 
h’,/“(x) + h’o/‘( x) (2.24) 
uniformly on [-a, a]. Next define anoperator T, on L2( R) by 
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and 
T(u) = f&h,L/‘u(x) dx. 
If u is continuously differentiable w th compact support, 
T,,(u) = - ~~~*([~~~*]‘u + u’J/t/*)(x) dx --, - JRhx*u’(x) dx= T(u) 
by (2.24) since the integrand is bounded and vanishes off a compact. 
Moreover 
By the Banach Steinhaus theorem, 
T,(u) + T(u) 
for all uand 
(2.26) 
lim inf,jlT,1(* 2 I(T = $I(H,,) (2.27) 
and (2.11) follows. 
Since a” y HO and I,(Z?,,) I Z(Z?J I I( H,), (2.12) follows from (2.11). 
Now take $I,, = 1. The argument leading to(2.25)-(2.27) is valid. There- 
fore if I(H,,) + I(H,,), by (2.25) and (2.27) 
llT,ll + IITII. (2.28) 
But (2.26) and (2.28) imply 
IIT, - TII + 0 
which is equivalent to (2.13). 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. By Theorem 3.1, p. 124 of [7], weneed only check 
that 
w($,h;‘/*(x- --&) ) } -0, - h;h;“*(x) * dx: 18) I M 
and 
The first claim follows from (2.13) and the L, continuity theorem, the 
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second from (2.13) and (2.24). 
Proof of Theorem I. 1. 
L?Hp2-1’*1-1(Ho)E;~l 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, YHJnl/%,*) and 
- l&$,(x)k,Jx - Xi) dx) are asymptotically 
equal. Moreover, 
&~,L,(x)k,~(x - Xi) dx I u,-’ = ~(n”~)a.s. (2.29) 
and, by (2.12) 
if H, 4 H,, and I( H,,) --, I(H,,). By Lindeberg’s theorem, the sequence 
LYHJnl/*vz) is then tight and all its limit points are JV(O, a*) with a* I 
I- ‘( H,,). If H,,(R) = 1 and I( H,) < cc, by Lemma 2.6, and Cor. 11.1, 
p. 161 of [7], a* 2 I-l(H,,) and the theorem follows. A  aby-product we 
obtain 
JV 
4A,(x>k,,(x - z> dx *h,(z) dz + I(H,). 
i 
(2.30) 
0 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose X,, , . . . , X,, are independent, Xi has density 
h,,,(. - v) = e;lf(13;‘(. - v)), i= l,..., n f symmetric about 0 and I(F) 
< 00. By H, we denote the distribution function fh, = n-‘Cy,Ih in. If H,, 
and H, satisfy the conditions f Theorem 1.1, then 
9 vw,,....~,,) b l’*vn*) + X(0, I-‘( Ho)). (2.31) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proofs of Lemmas 2.1-2.4 are essentially 
unchanged for this new model, as we can see by noting that he key 
inequalities (2.15) and (2.17) continue to hold. Moreover, 
vaqo, B,,, 8,) 
i j 
n-‘+ !L~,bk,z(x - 4) dx) 
= 
N 
4nJ/n(xk,,b - z> dx *h,(z) dz + I@,), 
1 
by (2.30). Consequently, (2.29) and Lindeberg’s theorem yield (2.31). 
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NOTES. (1) If f = +, Theorem 2.1 shows that v,* is regular (II’) and 
hence by Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.1 efficient (II’). We conjecture that 
it is in fact efficient within the class ofall asymptotically normal translation 
equivariant estimates which are symmetric and even depend on G,. That is, 
v,* does as well as if we knew the fIin upto a permutation. 
(2) The companion problem, Xi = (Xii, Xi*), Xjl, Xi, independent 
N( B,, v) is much easier. Lindsay [lo] and Hammerstrom [4] showed that he 
UMVU estimate (2n)-‘CTSi(Xjl - ;r)* is efficient. 
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